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Chapter 5 section 2 guided reading drafting the constitution answers

1 Drafting the Constitution of Chapter 5, Section 2 2 What was the problem of the greatest problem ahead of the nation under the Confederation's materials? 3 Responses: Trade between statesAnswer: Trade between states. The dispute over the limits (close second: civil disorder revolt-shais) exports/ties to European powers 4 General Daniel Shays, Colonel
Shattuck's work, its unknown anti-Shays cartoonist artist portrays Shays and a key supporter as mock military officers who seek power and threaten the freedom of the people. (National Portrait Gallery, Smithsonian Institution/Art Resources, New York) Copyright © Houghton Mifflin Company. it is. 5 Insurgency by Shay's national government, a farmers'
protest, caused panic across the country. Debt-ridden higher-tax Massachusetts farmers hit January 1787 each state was in debt, it was just a matter of time until another riot arose elsewhere. Since state governments had all the power, a new national government was needed to determine everything right in the United States 6 convention calls clearly did not
require a new form of government. Trade was one of the biggest concerns. Interstate commerce was a big problem, states often arguing with each other about taxes. Annapolis (only 5 states sent reps) September, 1786 Trade Meeting Also discussed: plans for a new gov't May, 1787 55 Delegates from 12 states gathered in Philadelphia to reform the Articles
7 Constitutional Convention Generation of Leaders: Madison and Jefferson, Absent colleagues: John and Sam Adams, Patrick Henry, and Thomas Henry, the target of other revolutionaries - strengthening the Republic (against foreign and domestic enemies) 8 James Madison by Charles Wilson Peel, 1783 James Madison described himself as weak and sick
and suffered his whole life from spells and stomach vertigo disorders. But this planter and virginia's small, shy lawyer gained the respect of his colleagues as a brilliant political theorist during the drafting of the Constitution and later as a genius for organizing the machinery of party politics. (Library of Congress) Copyright © Houghton Mifflin Company. it is. 9
Government rights disputed: Two fundamental questions were met with the delegation: Delegates are still concerned about a strong national government. However, the country needed an efficient representation of the national government: everyone in the country had to be represented in the government. not just the owners of the land . Two basic questions
were facing the panel: 1- How to have a strong national government, but still have government rights. 2. Balance the interests of all people. The first 10 drafts of the Constitution with wide margins for notes, August 6, 1787, folios 1 and 5In August 1787 the first draft of the Constitution was secretly printed in Philadelphia for the use of convention members.
Wide margins left room for additions and reforms, the like In this copy by Pierce Butler, Representative of South Carolina. Note that in this early version of this default, it still doesn't read We the American People, but instead begins by listing individual states. (Gilder Lehman Collection, on Deposit at Pierpont Morgan Library/Art Resources, New York)
Copyright © Houghton Mifflin Company. it is. There are 11 large states versus small StatesHow can be fair representation for larger states and smaller states. Contrary to the materials of the Confederation, there must be a fair representation of the size of a state. Delegates came up with two plans to solve the new jersey problem The William Peterson Small
Virginia States Plan James Madison's larger 12-represented Virginia Plan William PatersonSingle the Legislature was used as per Confederate material each state gets a vote of interest to virginia's smaller states Plan James Madison's two-house legislative membership based on the state population. People voted in lower house members, in turn electing
the upper house. The legislature became the president's favorite of the larger states to choose 13 major compromise debates about the two plans heated up, then deadlocked. Finally, a compromise was made (Roger Sherman) the two upper house legislatures of the House of Representatives (Senate) each state of equal representation (smaller states)
elected by the lower house state legislatures (House of Representatives) would be represented by the size of the state. (Larger governments) 14 slavery and representation of great compromise failed to tackle a particular issue, which is of slavery and representation. Southern states, hypocritically, wanted slaves counted in the state's population. Why should
this be bad for northern states? The 3/5ths conciliation of slaves would be counted as the 3/5ths of the population of the states. For all five slaves, three of them were counted in the population. 15 Constitution =Great compromise compromise - proposed by Roger Sherman house Reps for populous states (all taxes/income bills had to originate here) the
Senate for small states of state power. Divided into 3 branches of 3/5ths compromise on counting slaves as part of population rule based on governing consent, but using delegates, not direct, democratic power democracy restricted by powerful federal judges and electoral colleges, only representatives directly elected a limited government obtained through
checks and balances of freedom were balanced by order only 3 out of 41 delegates refused to sign it. Submitted to the States for the adoption of 16 sections of power = Checks and BalancesEXECUTIVE Judicial Legislation Thank you for your participation! Partnership!
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